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Abstract. Multimodal mobile applications are gaining momentum in the field 
of location based services for special purposes. One of them is navigation sys-
tems and tourist guides for pedestrians. In some cases, when the visibility is 
limited or blind people are longing for guidance, acoustic landmarks are used 
for macro-navigation rather than visual landmarks. Likewise, micro-navigation 
supported by pedestrian navigation systems must comply to the user's expecta-
tions. In this paper, we present an acoustic landscape that allows the emulation 
of arbitrary out-door situations dedicated for the evaluation of navigation sys-
tems. We present the evaluation capabilities and limitations of the laboratory as 
well as an example of an evaluation of a pedestrian navigation system that uses 
acoustic and haptic feedback.   

Keywords: Acoustic landscape, test bed, pedestrian navigation, haptic feed-
back. 

1   Introduction 

User Centered Design (UCD) [1] is a widely accepted process of product develop-
ment, in which specific emphasis is put on the active involvement of users at each 
step of the design process. In particular, the user centered design process comprises 
the iterative run through a cycle of product prototyping, real world tests with actual 
users, evaluation and refined prototyping until a satisfying design has been found. 
While UCD is well established as a method for the development of hardware devices 
or user interfaces for software solutions, it encounters difficulties in case of other 
types of applications, such as location based services, especially if those are in a pre-
mature stage.  

When it comes to mobile devices and location based services, a thorough evalua-
tion in real world outdoor tests can be hardly practicable and difficult to manage. 
Ubiquitous network access is not given. The test setting is far off the development 
labs. In many cases, it is impossible to maintain equal test conditions due to rapidly 
changing environmental factors which are not under control. Quantitative evaluation 
data might be blurred by imperfect test conditions. In the worst case, the evaluation of 
premature prototypes in outdoor scenarios involving handicapped test persons might 
even put them at risk.  
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With the Fraunhofer Interaction Laboratories, we introduce a test environment that 
emulates realistic outdoor conditions without the drawbacks of public space. The 
laboratory contains several indoor installations for testing and prototyping, one of 
them being a large scaled multimodal immersive environment that combines a 3D 
stereo projection with a novel surround sound system. The sound system allows for 
enhanced spatial audio perception and serves as a test bed for the development and 
evaluation of new interaction techniques, notably mobile applications. Within the 
immersive environment, ubiquitous network access is given as well as camera sys-
tems for easy evaluation and data processing, pathing the way for rapid design and 
short test circles.  

Simple two-channel stereophony, quadrophonic or 5.1 sound systems fall short of 
the requirements for precise sound-based localization as introduced in the sequel. A 
more accurate and more flexible sound positioning is needed. The sound system pre-
sented in this paper does not deliver the quality and accuracy of high-end acoustic 
installations such as wave field synthesis [2], but enhances conventional multi-
channel sound generation in a way that it is easy to implement and suitable for test 
purposes. The system is capable of emulating real-world audio conditions in a labora-
tory environment and creating repeatable test conditions for the evaluation of third 
services. This paper presents the laboratory itself and shows how the lab is used as an 
acoustic landscape for the development of alternative multimodal pedestrian  
navigation. 

2   Related Work 

Spatial hearing relies on interaural time difference, interaural intensity difference and 
head related transfer functions. Acoustic landscapes that build on these effects have 
been around for quite a while already. Most of previous work aimed at special audio 
effects. Mauney and Walker [3] introduced the idea of livable “soundscapes”, and 
Mynatt et al. [4] introduced the term of an “audio aura”. In distinction to those contri-
butions, we focus on acoustic environments that can be used for the development and 
evaluation of interactive systems such as a navigation system. 

The use of audio interfaces or other modalities for navigation tasks have been ex-
amined by various groups. Loomis and Klatzky [5, 6] dealt with self-orientation and 
related spatial orientation and multimodal spatial representations and examined their 
relevance for sensory substitution.  

Walker and Lindsay presented a rapid prototyping tool for auditory navigation dis-
plays based on virtual reality [7]. An approach to interactive acoustic environments 
that are capable of streaming spatiotemporal audio data is introduced by Heimrich  
et al. [8].  

3   The Acoustic Landscape 

The idea of the lightweight acoustic landscape is to create a test environment that al-
lows for spatial sound generation beyond stereophonic reproduction. Therefore, sev-
eral independent 7.1 speaker systems are stacked on multiple layers, providing spatial 
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perception in all three dimensions beyond psychoacoustic effects. A dedicated soft-
ware controller enables the positioning of mono sounds within the laboratory area. 

3.1   Installation 

The physical installation of the acoustic landscape consists of two 7.1 speaker systems 
mounted at different height levels in a rectangular room. While the upper annulus is 
located at a height of y1 = 282cm, the lower one raises at y2 = 44cm, sandwiching the 
average ears’ elevation. The speakers are controlled by specific software that creates a 
spatial sound perception. The set-up emulates a cylindrical sound space with a base 
radius of 256cm. Due to the given room geometry and limited fixation possibilities, 
an aberration from the ideal cylindrical shape is inevitable and leads to some distor-
tion in angular sound perception. This effect can be reduced by a fine calibration of 
the amplifiers. An empirical evaluation has proven that satisfying results are obtained 
within a larger sweet spot extending close to the boundaries of the room.  

The speakers deployed are conventional high-end consumer devices (GigaSet 
S750) that feature no special directional characteristics. The configuration leaves a 
rectangular experimentation space of roughly 25m2. Additionally, at the right hand 
border, a stereoscopic display extending to the full width of the laboratory is avail-
able, making up a multimodal immersive environment. 

 

Fig. 1. The acoustic landscape consists of two 7.1 speaker systems mounted above each other 
(only the tweeters depicted). The set-up emulates a cylindrical sound space with a base radius 
of 256cm within the rectangular room. The aberration of the ideal cylindrical shape leads to 
some distorted angular sound perception. View from above; all dimensions are given in centi-
meters (cm). 
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3.2   Control Software 

In order to put the acoustic landscape into operation, a dedicated control software 
was developed that makes use of the speakers beyond stereophony, quadrophony or 
5.1 deployment that build on pseudoacoustic effects in order to create the impres-
sion of distance or movement. Besides the subwoofers, 14 tweeters have to be con-
trolled in order to generate a sound composition that allows for near-reality test 
conditions.  

One possible approach to control software would be direct control of each indi-
vidual speaker. Sound samples could move along a given trajectory through the 
audio laboratory by hand-overs between the speakers. However, this approach is not 
practical, since it would require separate sound cards and amplifiers for each 
speaker. 

The key to a simpler approach is the segmentation of the acoustic environment. Ex-
isting libraries such as OpenAL by creative labs or Microsoft DirectSoundspace ease 
the development of psychoacoustic effects in the periphery of the soundscape. Refer-
ring to the Fraunhofer installation, this refers to the space above and below the upper 
and lower plane of 7.1 systems, as well as to the outside of the cylindrical base model. 
Proper generation of pseudoacoustic effects requires an equidistant mounting of the 
speakers along the circumference of the cylinder – a requirement that is not perfectly 
fulfilled due to the given room architecture, but that has been partly compensated for 
by a calibration procedure.  

In between the speaker levels, pseudoacoustic effects in vertical dimensions are 
eliminated and replaced by manual cross-fading. The same yields for the horizontal 
plane. Moreover, the Doppler Effect for moving sound sources is calculated and ap-
plied to the sounds before their reproduction. This way, up to 256 sound samples 
(mono-recorded wav, 44.1kHz, 16bit) can be moved along predefined trajectories 
through the room. The situation is depicted in Fig 2. The system is extensible in case 
a neighboring system is installed, which would require cross-fading between the two 
systems. 

 

Fig. 2. Segmentation of the room with two sound systems. Human ears will usualy be located 
in the middle between the two planes, allowing for the most realistic sound impression. 
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3.3   Building an Acoustic Landscape 

Usability and modularity were important aspects in the design of the user interface of 
the authoring tool for sound composition. The generation of a sound landscape is a 
two-step process. Firstly, the trajectory and playback parameters of a single sound 
have to be defined. This can be done graphically as shown in figure 3. A sound file is 
selected and its positioning in space is defined. Additionally, the dimensions of the 
laboratory can be altered here in order to adapt the system to new geometries. Several 
sound sources or trajectories can be saved as macros and can be re-used for the gen-
eration of more complex sounds.  

The second step consists of the orchestration of the various sounds to a landscape. 
For this purpose, the preset sounds are triggered on a timeline and follow their respec-
tive trajectory. Figure 4 shows an example of an audio scene composed of 18 different 
sounds.  

 

Fig. 3. User interface for presetting sounds. A trajectory through the sound space is attached to 
each sound source (graphical tool to the right). Alternatively, a series of co-ordinate quadruples 
in space and time can be defined, which are approached consecutively and in between which a 
linear interpolation is performed.  

 

Fig. 4. User interface for composing a landscape. In the example, a landscape consisting of 18 
sound sources is created. 
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4   Discussion 

4.1   Evaluation 

Currently no detailed evaluation with professional audio measurement equipment has 
been performed. However, an empirical study has produced some first preliminary 
results. The relevant criteria for the functionality of the sound landscape are the direc-
tion, where a certain sound is heard to come from and the perceived distance, where a 
certain sound is estimated to origin from. Moreover, it was tested how the transition 
of a moving sound source from the inner area of interpolated positioning to the outer 
area of psychoacoustic effects is perceived.  

The precision in which positioned sounds are perceived respective to their set point 
was evaluated with a series of tests. Firstly, a test person was placed into the sweet 
spot, hence, in the centre of the enveloping cylinder. A sequence of pulsating sound 
signals was played, originating from different pre-defined set points. The test person 
pointed towards the direction from where she heard the sound. The series have been 
repeated with different persons and different sound sources.  

Despite of the very inaccurate measurement and the inherent subjectivity of the 
procedure, the analysis delivered some first results: As expected, the anisotropy of the 
speaker installation leads to a distortion of the sound characteristics in horizontal di-
mension. In the right hand section (see fig. 1) of the lab, a good precision of about 10° 
angle of aperture is reached, which is in line with the subjective perception tolerance. 
In the left part, where the installation deviates most from the ideal cylindrical set-up, 
the distortion tears down the accuracy to 30° approximately. In vertical dimension, 
the precision remains at 10° also in the distorted area.  

The perceived distance could not be captured satisfyingly so far. However, no dis-
continuity was recognized by the test persons when transitioning between two sound 
effect areas. The physically correct interpolation inside and outside psychoacoustic 
effects are integrated seamlessly. 

4.2   Future Development 

A precise evaluation of the system using acoustic equipment is in progress in order to 
minimize the current distortions. The next step will be an enhancement of the interac-
tivity of the acoustic landscape. Currently, only predefined sound sources can be 
moved along predefined trajectories. It is planned to stream arbitrary sound sources to 
arbitrary positions in real time. This way, the localizable sound output could be com-
bined with object tracking and create new possibilities of immersive interaction be-
havior.  

5   Exemplary Development  

5.1   Test Conditions 

As an example, we introduce a system that has been developed and evaluated in the 
acoustic landscape. The exemplary development makes use of the laboratories’ facili-
ties and shows the benefits of an indoor test environment.  
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Navigation systems are nowadays broadly used. The use of pedestrian navigation 
systems is rather restricted to touristic areas or larger sports events like the Olympics. 
Other systems use tagging technologies like geoannotation [9]. However, these ap-
proaches based on PDA computers fail when it comes to blind people who need pe-
destrian navigation aids the most. In the sequel, we introduce a navigation system for 
the blind whose development and evaluation was supported by the creation of an 
acoustic landscape in the laboratory. 

The acoustic landscape can be a powerful tool for the simulation of realistic test con-
ditions, in particular in overlaying desired sound signals with unwanted background-
noise. Those conditions are completely repeatable and ease evaluation procedures.  

Background noise is not necessarily intrusive or distracting. It can be very informa-
tive as well. Especially for visual impaired and blind people, sounds of the personal 
environment of a person are valuable indicators for orientation. Especially outdoors, 
blinded people use the background-sound in great amount for their macro-navigation. 
Steady noises from distant sound sources such as the roaring of a motorway are per-
ceived as acoustic landmarks just like a spire would de for sighted people. By con-
trast, micro-orientation is performed by aid of the immediate and direct environment 
within a short distance of a few meters. Compared to that, macro-navigation is aiming 
at the environment with a greater distance, e.g. the location of the next bus-station. 
Therefore the acoustic landscape can simulate a surrounding, which is used by blind 
people for the orientation in their macro-navigation. Additionally, disturbing sound 
sources can be blend such as the abrupt appearance of a rattling motor bike. In the 
sequel, two systems for blind people are tested in the acoustic landscape. 

5.2   A Pedestrian Navigation System 

Since the visual channel is not available, other modalities have to be found in order to 
create an effective navigation system for the blind. One means for accessing blind 
people and signaling hints for their orientation is the use of haptic interaction. An-
other one would be audio feeds. Haptic interaction has advantages over audio signals 
especially in very noisy surroundings, such as pedestrian areas or at bus-stations. 
Also, haptic feedback is not distracting for third people. The first test case presents 
the idea of haptic navigation wristbands.  

The guided person wears one wristband on each arm, equipped with vibration mo-
tors, which can be controlled by a central navigation-system to direct him in the right 
or left direction, or to stop him in case of danger. Likewise, the person could wear a 
smart phone on the belt, which receives GPS information about the user’s location 
and subsequently calculates and sends correct signals to the wristband. To enhance 
the accuracy, a pedometer can be integrated as well.   

This wristband is very useful for blind people, when the surrounding is noisy and 
they cannot listen properly to an audio navigational aid. To prove this and to enhance 
the wristband, a noisy situation can be simulated with the help of the acoustic land-
scape and ensure, that in the test situation, there is always the same interfering noise, 
which makes audio-information less useful.  

The second example represents a sound based navigation system for pedestrians. 
Especially for visual impaired and blind people an orientation with the help of their 
hearing is very important. Beside the usage of a speech-system which can tell  
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Fig. 5. The concept of haptic wristbands for pedestrian navigation. A GPS device attached to a 
belt receives localization data and guides the user by means of haptic stimuli transmitted by the 
wristbands.  

information explicitly, information can be given via sounds. This can be less intrusive 
as speech commands because speech is intensely attention-grabbing. A continuously 
repeated command can be distracting and annoying, whereas a discrete sound might 
be much less intrusive. A comfortable short sound at this point can improve the audio-
navigation system. Moreover, this idea was continued in order to improve the macro-
navigation by sounds. In laboratory testing in the acoustic landscape it was found 
which kind of information blinds are interested in: information for orientation, safety-
related information and temporary barriers like construction-sites. Furthermore, ade-
quate sounds could be identified some of them as earcons and some as auditory icons. 
Earcons refer to an arbitrary melody, which were designed for information, which do 
not have a natural sound, like “stairs”. In contrast, the auditory icons refer to reality 
and therefore we used for example for the information “construction work” a re-
cording of a real construction site.  

The acoustic landscape proved to be a valuable tool to test the sounds, whether the 
system is well heard and understood actually and not be ignored, when other sounds 
of the real environment are interfering. Further more it can be tested, how often and 
exactly when the sounds should be played in interfering situations to make sure the 
user received the information. Additionally it can be investigated, whether auditory 
icons are always useful or whether users have problems to identify, that the auditory 
icon is coming from the earphones and not from the real surrounding.  

Ongoing developments of smart phones and personal digital assistances tend to the 
continuous trend of mobile usage of systems. Therefore the demand of methodology 
and tools for testing devices and application in a mobile situation will increase. One 
solution therefore will be the acoustic landscape. 
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